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Introduction
The objective of this pilot project is to use the TagItSmart (TIS) platform to implement and
execute a fully functional pilot for brand protection and anti-counterfeiting in wine industry
and to test the solution in collaboration with the company “13. jul Plantaze” (henceforth
“Plantaze”). The pilot uses various TIS architectural components supported by Smart tags,
based on QR codes and functional inks, that can be used on wine bottles throughout their life
cycle. The brand protection pilot includes some functionality from digital product and lifecycle
management use cases of the TIS project.
Plantaze is the biggest wine producer in Montenegro and owns the largest vineyard in one
complex in Europe. The company is a market leader in the region of Southeast Europe in the
segment of top quality wines and the biggest ex-Yugo exporter, which can be illustrated by
annual sales of 17 million bottled products in 35 countries, out of which 90% is wine. Wines
and brandies prices range from 1,37 to 119,85 €. Majority of the sales takes place in the
region (Serbia, Bosnia), domestic market of Montenegro, and then Russia and China.
Plantaze has been experiencing problems with counterfeits, especially in Albania, Kosovo,
and recently in Russia. UDG partnered with Plantaze in order to validate TIS solutions for
brand protection use scenario and evaluate business value potential of TIS for wine industry.
1.1

Purpose of This Document

The purpose of this document is to provide technical and business evaluation of the
TagItWine pilot project. This report is an update and extension of the report on pilot
implementation and specification of the execution environment D2.1. The documents is
organized to provide various architectural views and perspectives in order to better
communicate with different stakeholders. The architectural views presented in this document
are updated to correspond to the actual implementation of the TagItWine pilot system.
This document serves as the deliverable D2.2 for the TagItWine project, work package WP2.
1.2

Contributors

The main contributors to this document are:


Tomo Popović, PhD



Stevan Šandi, MSc



Marko Simeunović, PhD
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Section 2 -

Context

Brand protection in wine industry is especially important as wine counterfeiting, besides its
impact to producer’s reputation, affects health of consumers, tradition and economy of a
region, or even the whole country. The most common way of wine counterfeiting is printing a
fake label with subtle changes in brand name and company logo in order to fool wine
consumers. Sometimes, counterfeiters use the authentic labels removed from more
expensive wines and place them on cheaper wine with similar bottles.
The project TagItWine targets expansion of the TIS ecosystem by further customizing the
technology and implementing a pilot system for the Brand protection use case in a large
industrial company environment (Fig. 2.1). This project is fully aligned with the existing TIS
use cases as it proposes to utilize some of Digital product and Lifecycle management
functionalities and assumes development of new Brand protection use case functionalities
using TIS tools, solutions and their corresponding application programming interfaces (APIs).
New applications shall be integrated into a fully functional wine anti-counterfeiting system.
The pilot shall be installed and executed within the wine supply chain of one of the largest
wine producers in Southeast Europe – Plantaze.

Figure 2.1. Context view of the TagItWine pilot project.

2.1

Objectives

The main objectives of the TagItWine pilot is to evaluate the use of TIS solutions and Smart
Tags for brand protection and anti-counterfeiting in wine industry. The desired outcome of
the pilot can be summarized into two categories:

2.2



Technical analysis of the used TIS components, performance of the selected
technology, and assessment of what worked well and what can be improved;



Business evaluation of the potential of TIS solutions for brand protection in wine
industry and industry in general; projections of economic benefits for Plantaze and
similar companies.
Approach to Implementation

The main assumption is that components of TIS platform functionally cover most of the
needs of the brand protection pilot. We designed and implemented a new Smart tag that
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combines QR code, printing with functional (photochromatic) ink, and heuristics on the
Cloud. The aim is to create “smart” bottles of wine that can be traced and controlled through
during their lifecycle. Smart bottles enable the creation of both producer and consumer
oriented services based on the information that has been generated at different stages of the
lifecycle in order to enhance anti-counterfeiting and brand protection.
The solution provides for wine authenticity control, as well as two-way communication and
personalized experience for the consumer.

Figure 2.2. TagItWine: Concept and approach.

The use of QR codes supported by the use of functional inks and optionally combined with
printed NFC tags and sensors plays the key role in “smartifying” wine bottles. Smart tags and
their features to change based on environmental (light, temperature) play the key role in
protecting wine products. The software part consists of the front-end mobile device
application and a back-end cloud solution that integrates existing and/or customized TIS
functionalities.

Figure 2.3. QR code in normal and active state.
Source: TagItSmart Open Call Announcement #1.

Each bottle will be digitized by assignment of a unique smart tag. The authenticity of the tag
will rely on the capabilities of functional inks. For this pilot solution, the emphasis will be on
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photochromic (light sensitive) inks. Figure 2.3 illustrates the main concept of utilization of
photochromic inks. QR codes printed with photochromic inks will have two states, normal
and active. Active state of the QR code will be achieved by illuminating the QR code in
normal state with LED light (i.e. mobile phone flash light). That is how additional information
can be carried within the same QR code based tag. After the source of the illumination is
gone QR code will revert to normal state in short time (reversible ink).
Photochromic ink with non-reversible active state was considered for marking the bottle of
wine as consumed to prevent refilling the authentic bottle. However, this functionality is
replaced by collecting the information on the product status (“in store”, “on the table”,
“consumed”) from the user via mobile app.

Figure 2.4. TagItWine: How does it work?

Figure 2.4 illustrates the usage of TagItWine solution. Conceptually, main functions of the
system are:
•

Consumer/customer scans the product and obtains information on that particular
instance (i.e. red dry, vintage), as well as the info on its authenticity; depending on
the outcome confirmation or warning is issued to the user and winemaker is notified.

•

Winemaker gets the status of the particular bottle (i.e. in stores, on table, opened); if
opened and consumed, user can utilize the option to rate the wine and provide
feedback to winemaker.
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Section 3 -

Functional View

This section introduces architecture-significant use cases and their relationship. It discusses
why these use cases are important for the architecture, what the system actually does, and
what the key functional users are.
3.1

Stakeholders

The following stakeholders have been identified that may benefit from the TagItWine
solution:


Wine Producers – to protect their brand, reduce losses, improve quality of the product
and services.



Distributors – to validate way bills and improve transportation.



Retailers – to provide an attractive service to their shoppers and increase sales.



Customers – to get better information on the product and make sure it is original.



Service providers – implementers of an anti-counterfeiting system.

3.2

Main Actors

There are two main actors/roles anticipated for describing the use scenarios:


Winemaker,



Consumer/customer.

3.3

Use Cases

Use case view, or scenarios, provide an architectural view relevant for the functionalities of
the TagItWine platform. Platform functional requirements are shown in Figure 3.1. The main
scenarios include:


Wine Bottle Authentication, which includes providing Wine Information to the
customer. The implementation of this use case utilizes funneling approach to get the
user to provide the information needed to Update Bottle Status in each scan. The
authentication use case implementation is also extended with Rate Product in order
to provide customer feedback to wine producers.



Extended User Experience can be offered to customers by using the platform to
implement text and/or multimedia messages similar to greeting cards (Happy
Birthday, Anniversary, etc).



Product Tagging takes place at the wine maker’s site. It includes box/pallet tagging
and individual bottle tagging functions. Expensive bottle tagging may include
additional options.
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Figure 3.1. Functional view: TagItWine use cases.

Details of the each functionality identified in the use case diagram is elaborated in tables that
follow.
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Table 3.1. Wine Bottle Authentication use case.

UC1 – Wine Bottle Authentication (cont.)
Description

Consumer must be able to check authenticity of each bottle of wine.
By scanning the smart tag, consumer will, beside authenticity
confirmation, retrieve info about the wine (vintage, region, etc.).

Priority

Essential, implemented

Used by

Consumer

Success end conditions

Scanned bottle of wine is authentic.

Failed end conditions

For specific bottle of wine cannot be said whether it is authentic or
not.

Actors

Consumer, Winemaker

Trigger

Consumer decides to scan smart tag on bottle of wine.

Main Scenario

1. Consumer scans smart tag on the bottle of wine using customer
mobile application.
2. Consumer selects whether the bottle of wine is in the store, on
the table or already consumed (human sensing feature).
3. Consumer gets information about the wine.
4. In case there is a problem with authenticity:
4a. Winemaker gets notified.
4b. Depending on the problem type consumer gets a warning.

Extensions

Customer must be able to give feedback about the consumed bottle
of wine.
5. Consumer writes feedback using customer mobile app.
6. Consumer scans smart tag on the bottle of wine.
7. Consumer posts feedback for the scanned bottle of wine and
marks it as consumed.
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UC1 – Wine Bottle Authentication (cont.)
Variations

Smart tags in form of QR codes printed with photochromic ink.
1a. Customer scans the QR code to retrieve information about the
wine.
1b. Customer illuminates the QR code with LED light to make the
photochromic ink to appear.
1c. Customer scans again the QR code now with functional ink
visible.
1d. Customer receives info about the authenticity status.
Expensive bottle of wine
1a. Optionally, Customer scans the NFC tag with seal state status
using customer mobile application.
1b. Optionally, Customer receives additional info about the wine and
whether bottle is opened or not.

Exceptions

1. Smart tag is nor present on bottle of wine.
2. Invisible ink not showing up after illumination.
3. Bottle of wine scanned in retail shop already marked as sold.
(Possible case of refill fraud).

Info / Notes
Open Issues

Possible reselling of bottle of wine by customer who purchased
bottle of wine in retails shop.
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Table 3.2. Extended user experience use case.

UC2 – Extended User Experience
Description

Customers should be able to attach e-greeting card to smart tag. By
pairing the e-greeting card (in form of text, photo or video message)
with smart tag customer will be able to give a bottle of wine as a
present with greeting card that can be previewed online by scanning
the smart tag.

Priority

Optional, implemented

Used by

Customer

Success end conditions

E-greeting card has been attached and can be previewed by
scanning the smart tag.

Failed end conditions

E-greeting card cannot be attached or cannot be previewed by
scanning the smart tag.

Actors

Customer

Trigger

Customer decides to attach greeting message to a bottle of wine.

Main Scenario

1. Customer (sender) creates the e-greeting card.
2. Customer scans the smart tag to pair the e-greeting card with the
bottle of wine.
3. Customer defines email of the end consumer (recipient) who will
receive the bottle of wine as a gift.
4. Customer uploads e-greeting card to the TiW platform.
5. End consumer should create account with the email (defined in
the step 3.) using customer mobile application.
6. End consumer scans smart tag on the received bottle of wine.
7. End consumer choses whether to preview the attached e-greeting
card.

Extensions
Variations

1a. Customer creates text e-greeting card using offered templates.
1b. Customer creates e-greeting card using photo from his own
collection.
1c. Customer creates e-greeting card using video clip from his own
collection.

Exceptions

1. Smart tag is not present on the bottle of wine.
2. E-greeting card cannot be uploaded to TiW platform.

Info / Notes

NFC support is not implemented for the pilot.

Open Issues
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Table 3.3. Product Tagging use case.

UC3 – Product Tagging
Description

Winemaker should be able to tag each bottle of wine with unique ID.
Applied smart tags on bottles will provide authentication check for
each bottle as well as additional information about wine.

Priority

Essential, implemented

Used by

Winemaker

Success end conditions

Every produced bottle has unique tag.

Failed end conditions

Every bottle does not have unique tag.

Actors

Winemaker

Trigger

Newly produced batch of bottles comes in.

Main Scenario

1. Winemaker creates info about the current batch (product type,
production date, etc.)
2. Winemaker generates tags for current batch.
3. Winemaker applies generated tags on bottles.

Extensions

Expensive Wine Bottles with NFC tags
2a. Optionally, Winemaker pairs NFC tag state values
(opened/sealed) with each bottle from the batch.
3a. Optionally, Winemaker applies NFC tag seals on each bottle.

Variations
Exceptions

1. Smart tags cannot be generated. Use case failed.
2. NFC sealed state tags nonfunctional. Use case failed.

Info / Notes

NFC support is not implemented for the pilot.

Open Issues
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Table 3.4. Distribution Control use case.

UC4 – Distribution Control
Description

Distributors should be able to get package (box/pallet) info by
scanning smart tags. If package content does not match with
retrieved waybill specification alarm should be raised and
Winemaker should further investigate this issue.

Priority

Optional, not implemented

Used by

Distributor

Success end conditions

Retrieved waybill specification matches box/pallet content.

Failed end conditions

Waybill specification differs from box/pallet content.

Actors

Waybill clerk, Winemaker

Trigger

Ordered products arrive from winemaker.

Main Scenario

1. Waybill clerk scans smart tag on box/pallet with mobile app to
retrieve waybill specification.
2. Waybill clerk checks whether box/pallet content matches with
waybill specification.
3. If waybill specification matches with package content waybill clerk
marks order as successfully received.

Extensions
Variations

2a. Waybill specification might not match package content. Waybill
clerk must inform winemaker about issue. Winemaker should further
investigate this issue.

Exceptions

2a. Smart tag might not be present on box/pallet. Waybill clerk must
inform winemaker about this issue. Winemaker should further
investigate this issue. Use case failed.

Info / Notes
Open Issues
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Table 3.5. Retail Control use case

UC5 – Retail Control
Description

Retailer should be able to mark bottle as sold once it is purchased
by customer. Winemakers will have real-time info about sold
products. In case that already sold bottle should be flagged as sold
once more an alarm should be raised and winemaker should further
investigate this issue.

Priority

Optional, not implemented

Used by

Retailer, Winemaker

Success end conditions

Purchased bottle of wine marked as sold.

Failed end conditions

Purchased bottle of wine not marked as sold.

Actors

Cashier, Customer, Winemaker

Trigger

Customer purchased bottle of wine.

Main Scenario

1. Cashier scans smart tag on bottle of wine with mobile app for
retailers.
2. Cashier marks bottle as sold.

Extensions
Variations

Expensive bottle of wine with NFC seal-state tag.
1a. Cashier scans NFC tag to confirm that bottle of wine is
unopened.
1b. In case that NFC seal tag is broken (bottle opened) cashier
should offer replacement and further investigate this issue.
Purchased bottle of wine already marked as sold.
2a. Cashier should offer replacement for purchased bottle of wine
and further investigate this issue.

Exceptions

1a. Smart tags not present on bottle of wine. Cashier should further
investigate this issue. Use case failed.

Info / Notes
Open Issues
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Section 4 -

Logical View

Figure 4.1 illustrates the logical view of the TagItWine solution. The diagram depicts main
components of the pilot and provides high-level connection between them. The TIS based
cloud platform “glues” all of the end user applications together. The end user applications
include:


Mobile app for customer will provide main experience for the end users, wine
consumers, and it will be used to perform wine bottle authentication. This app will be
also used to obtain feedback from the users on the status of the bottle (unsold, sold,
opened) and to obtain customer satisfaction (product rating).



Web application at the wine maker’s site utilized to support tagging of bottled
products. A nice to have feature would be to interface this component with the
existing wine maker’s information system in order to extract information on the current
product batch as well as to support automated integration with way bill creation for
boxes/pallets.



Mobile app for distributors provides optional functionality to scan/control the content
of the shipment received a the distributor’s site (optional).



Mobile app for retailer provides an optional function to provide sales confirmation to
the TagItWine platform. Each sold bottle would be marked as sold. Optionally, this
feature can be achieved with an integration/interface between retailer’s information
system and TagItWine platform (optional).

Figure 4.1. TagItWine logical view.
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Section 5 -

Process View

Process view for the TagItWine solution is illustrated in Figure 5.1 below:

Figure 5.1. TagItWine process view.
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Section 6 -

Implementation View

The main components of the TagItWine solution implementation and their organization is
shown in Figure 6.1. Additionally, internal organization of mobile applications will follow the
structure shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.1. Implementation view: TagItWine component diagram.

Figure 6.2. Implementation view: mobile application component diagram.
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6.1

Smart Tags

The new Smart Tag has been designed and as a combination of QR codes, photochromatic
functional ink printing (a single letter), and back-end heuristics on Cloud. The tag design is
depicted in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3. TagItWine Smart Tag design: a) inactive state shown at the top,
b) active state shown at the bottom.

The actual tag is 30mm wide and 20mm high where the QR code is a square with 17mm
long sides. The wine bottle icon is used as the placeholder for a letter printed with
photochromic ink. Once the placeholder gets illuminated for a few seconds a letter should
appear. Each QR code assigned to the bottle has been paired with a random letter which
additionally complicates counterfeiting.
Each QR code is paired with the specific letter and this information is stored in the database.
On each Smart tag scan, QR code and letter pair will be evaluated on the Cloud side in order
to confirm authenticity of the bottle. In addition, each scan is logged and the information on
the wine bottle status is collected from the user. The use of this historical information enables
the implementation of heuristics, which provide additional layer of protection.
For the initial batch of newly designed smart tags, a set consisting of six letters (K, L, C, S, T,
G) has been used. Future implementations could use all letters or a combination of multiple
letters, if needed. Smart tags showing all valid letters are illustrated in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4. Smart tags with all available letters.
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6.2

Mobile Application for Consumers

The mobile application for consumers has been developed using components as previously
shown in Figure 6.2. Xamarin cross-platform development framework has been used to
shorten the time of development for Android and iOS based mobile phones. Xamarin makes
writing native applications easier since shared logic can be written only once and then
transpiled to appropriate platforms. Although Xamarin does not restrict developers in terms of
using platform-specific libraries and features sometimes additional effort is required in order
to adjust platform-specific code. This is especially noticeable when dealing with hardware
support (i.e. flash light and camera control).
The application is built to support main functionality as described for Wine Bottle
Authentication use case. This includes asking the user to provide the information on bottle
status (“in the store”, “in the restaurant”, “on the table”). Additionally, the app is collecting an
actual scan location (GPS coordinates) that are sent to the Cloud. The UI is designed with
the intention to consent the end user to provide as much information as possible, which in
turn defines the status of the wine bottle that has been scanned. With all the data collected
winemakers can have a better insight into what happens with the their wines once it leaves
the factory, as well as to detect possible counterfeiting patterns.
6.3

Business Layer at the Cloud

The heuristic for counterfeit detection resides on the cloud side of the system. Each time the
bottle of wine is scanned, the current status of the bottle is updated and evaluated against
the historical data for that specific bottle. The mandatory requirement in order to receive
authenticity confirmation is to successfully match the QR code – letter pair with the original
information stored in the database at the time of the tag creation.
The pattern recognition of the letter printed with the photochromatic ink is also done at the
cloud side using Azure Custom Vision service, which is part of Microsoft’s Cognitive
Services. The training set, with over 200 snapshots of the Smart tags, has been uploaded
and the letter recognition component has been trained. The interim performance results of
the trained models are shown in Figure 6.5. Additional images will be added to the training
set once the smart tags are received.

Figure 6.5 Letter recognition performance results.
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The system recognizes situations in which the encoded bottle ID carried by QR code cannot
be found in the database or the recognized letter does not match the information stored into
the database for the given bottle.
Beside these obvious problems, there are several other cases that require additional
attention. For example, if the consumer scans the bottle which he or she marks with the “in
the store” status, and that bottle has already been marked as “sold” or “consumed” in the
database, the system should raise the flag for possible reuse of the original bottle or its
Smart tag.
On the other hand, user should not be able to send feedback to rate the wine for the bottle
that had not been marked as sold, etc. That is why the validation against historical data is a
very significant step in authenticity confirmation process.
Authenticity control heuristic should also be able to tackle the issue of users with malicious
intent. For this purpose, the unique mobile device ID is attached on every request posted to
the Cloud, so that possible malicious activities can be identified, blocked and prevented.
Authenticity process flow implemented for the pilot execution is illustrated in Figure 6.6.
To further extend user experience, the e-greeting card feature has been implemented. Users
will be able to attach message to the specific bottle of wine by scanning its Smart tag. At the
product information screen, users will be able to see that the bottle has a e-greeting card
attached and the preview screen for the message will be offered.
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Figure 6.6 Authentication process flow.
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Section 7 -

Deployment View

The execution environment of the TagItWine solution is illustrated with deployment diagram
shown in Figure 7.1.
The TagItWine cloud platform is implemented using the Azure Cloud server. The server
hosts the key back-end components such as TIW management, product authentication and
review modules, as well as the implementation of APIs needed to interact with the mobile
app.
The winemaker web app is implemented as a web application hosted on the same server.
The mobile app is downloaded from Google Play Store and Apple App Store and resides
within the end user’s mobile device.

Figure 7.1 Deployment view – execution environment.
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Section 8 -

Interface View

This section is a placeholder for all the information on APIs, key communication messages,
access to data, etc. It is expected to be updated as the implementation of the pilot
progresses.
8.1

TagItWine specific messages

The original TagItSmart API should be extended to support brand protection pilot specific
messages.


Request for dynamic QR code tag generation. Request message must contain unique
batch number and number of required QR codes.



Authenticity issue report. Request message should contain product unique identifier
(if it can be retrieved). Request message might also carry additional information about
the problem as well as the location where the problematic scan occurred. In
response, information about the successful authenticity issue recipient should be
received.



Request for product authenticity status. Request must contain unique bottle identifier
retrieved by scanning the smart tag. In response, information about the authenticity
status should be received.



Product review post. Request must contain unique bottle identifier retrieved by
scanning the smart tag and the customer review. In response, information about the
successful review post should be received.



E-greeting card upload. Request message might contain multimedia content (text,
image or video) with mandatory unique bottle identifier and end consumer e-mail. In
response, information about successful upload should be received.
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8.2

TagItSmart HTTP API
Table 8.1. TagItSmart HTTP API (DunavNET)

VERB ENDPOINT

DESCRIPTION
User Account API

POST

api/account/login

User login.

POST

api/account/registerconsumer

Crete new consumer account.

GET

api/account/userinfo

Get user info.

POST

api/account/logout

User logout.

POST

api/account/changepassword

Change user password.

POST

api/account/validatetoken

Validate authentication token on server-side.

POST

api/account/isauthenticated

Check whether user is authenticated.

POST

api/account/registerdevice

Register new user device.

POST

api/account/forgotpassword

Password retrieval procedure.
Product API

POST

api/product/getproduct

Get product information.

GET

api/product/getlocations?name={name}

Get retail shop locations.

Distributor API
POST

api/distibutor/getorders

Get orders.

POST

api/distibutor/startdeliverytoday

Mark that order delivery has started today.
Producer API

POST

api/producer/getproducts

Get all products.

POST

api/producer/editproduct

Edit product info.
Order API

POST

api/order/ordershistory

Get order history.

POST

api/order/statusorderchanged

Change order status.

POST

api/order/checkingstatus

Check order status.
SmartTag API

GET

products/{id}/SmartTag/Info

Get Smart Tag context.

POST

products/{id}/SmartTag/Info

Get Smart Tag context.

POST

products/{id}/SmartTag/Activating

Activate Smart Tag sensor.
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8.3

Web Application User Interface

The web application will be used to request and create QR codes for production batch, to
create digitized version of bottled products and link them with smart tags and labeled bottles.
The web application in this pilot is based on the TIS component used in similar pilot
demonstrations (Figures 8.1 and 8.2).

Figure 8.1. Web Application: main dashboard.
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Figure 8.2. Web Application: adding of a new product.

In order to properly properly track scans and detect possible authenticity issues dashboard
screen has been developed as shown in Figure 8.3. Beside overall scan analytics it is
possible to preview scan history with appropriate context for each bottle as shown in Figure
8.4.

Figure 8.3. Web Application: scan analytics dashboard.
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Figure 8.4. Web Application: bottle scan history.
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8.4

Mobile Application GUI

The GUI layout for the customer mobile app is depicted in Figure 8.5. The first screen will
offer a menu where user can enter the status of the wine bottle that is to be scanned:


the wine is still in store (unsold),



the wine is on the table (sold, not opened),



opened and consumed,



the wine is intended to be a gift.

In addition, the user will be able to find out the exact locations of near-by stores where the
wine can be purchased.

Figure 8.5. Mobile application welcome screen and scan screen.
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Product information and feedback screens are shown in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6. Mobile application product info and feedback screens.
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Section 9 -

Data View

Data flow diagram is shown in Figure 9.1 and descriptions of data is given in Tables 9.1-7.

Figure 9.1. TagItWine Data Flow Diagram.
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Table 9.1. Product Information Data Record.

D1 – Product Info
Description

Winemakers must be able to store information about wine products.
Product Info data record will hold general information about the
product like product name, product category, ideal serving
temperature and URL to product image.

Source

Winemaker

Destination

Database
Table 9.2. Product Batch Info Data Record.

D2 – Product Batch Info
Description

Winemakers must be able to store information about the newly
produced batch of products. Each record about the batch must
contain the number of produced units in that specific batch. Beside
this, information about the production date, vintage and region of
grape origin must be stored as well. Relationship between Product
Info data record and Product Batch Info should be established by
using the foreign key field. If possible, product batch data record
should contain the reference on the batch identification number from
the winemaker’s existing information system.

Source

Winemaker

Destination

Database
Table 9.3. Product Smart Tag Information Data Record.

D3 – Product Smart Tag Info
Description

For each product unit (bottle) unique smart tag must be generated.
Product Smart Tag data record will carry info about each tag: its
unique QR code, which is paired with the letter that is printed with
the functional ink. Smart tag data record should have field that will
indicate how many times smart tag has been scanned. It would be
nice to have feature that product smart tag info data record contains
the reference on the product unit serial number from the
winemaker’s existing information system.

Source

TiW platform

Destination

Database
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Table 9.4. Sale Confirmation Issue Report Data Record.

D4 – Historical Data
Description

For each bottle of wine historical data should be stored in order to
track status of the bottle. The information kept here includes the
status of the bottle (in store or unsold, on the table or purchased/not
consumed, consumed), number scans, GPS location for each scan,
and unique device ID. Authenticity heuristic uses this historical data
for authenticity confirmation.

Source

Customer

Destination

Database
Table 9.5. Product Review Data Record.

D5 – Product Review
Description

Customer must be able to post a review for the consumed product.
With mandatory reference to the product smart tag identifier actual
comment about the consumed product should be stored.
Additionally, device location at the moment of scanning should be
logged, if possible. Also, field for star rating (1 – 5 stars) should be
available.

Source

Customer

Destination

Database
Table 9.6. Product Authenticity Issue Report Data Record.

D6 – Product Authenticity Issue Report
Description

Product Authenticity Issue Report data records should be created
automatically once spotted by TagItWine platform. Beside collected
smart tag product identifier and issue type, location of the device
used for scanning should be logged (if possible).

Source

TagItWine Platform

Destination

Database
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Table 9.7. Product E-greeting Card Info data record.

D7 – Product E-greeting Card Info
Description

Consumer should be able to upload the e-greeting card details. Egreeting card data record should contain scanned product smart tag
identifier, recipient e-mail (or phone number) as well as the egreeting card message. Fields that will store URLs to media (photos
or videos) should be also available. Additionally, e-greeting card
expiration date might be stored.

Source

Customer

Destination

Database
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Section 10 - Non-functional view
10.1 Technology selection
•

TagItSmart Cloud platform – will be used to host database and keep the TiS HTTP
API running.

•

SmartTag Encoding, Creation and Scanner SDK – will be used to generate nonstandard QR codes with dual states. Therefore, appropriate scanner libraries will be
used in order to correctly detect both states.

•

Photochromic ink – used to enable printed QR codes to have two states (normal
and active).

•

NFC opensense – may be used to identify seal status (opened or not-opened) on
more expensive bottles of wines (optional, not implemented).

•

Xamarin Mobile based SDK – will be used to write cross-platform mobile
applications (for Android and iOS).

•

Workflow Enforcer – will be used to properly manage workflow, events and
notifications.

•

Semantic Parser / Android based user authentication – will be used to
authenticate users on mobile devices by using their location history or typing
behavior.

10.2 Security View
Security aspects of the pilot solution will follow guidelines and recommendations provided by
TiS. Security of the solution will rely on the security of the TiS components with respect to
user authentication, user authorization, different types of users and user roles, restricted
access, encryption, etc. The topics of considerations should include:
•

Security procedures

•

User authentication

•

User authorization,

•

Firewall use,

•

VPN access,

•

Types of users and roles.

10.3 Network Requirements
It is anticipated that the pilot implementation requires continuous Internet access to
TagItWine cloud platform, as well as Internet access for the apps on mobile devices.
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Section 11 - Principles
The main principles used for the implementation of the pilot are summarized below:
•

It is assumed that the pilot system implementation will rely on the use of existing
components and technologies provided by TiS (see Appendix).

•

Loose coupling: each component or software module that is implemented under the
TagItWine project, should be designed and implemented as independent as possible.
The components should be designed as stand-alone systems with clear
specifications of the input and output data formats that match TiS API formats and
easily integrates with TiS ecosystem.

•

Minimize dependency: each component should be designed with minimal
dependency on other TiS or TagItWine components, and whenever possible, avoid
heavy dependency on third-party software libraries.

•

Use of TiS APIs: TagItWine pilot components are expected to be integrated by the
means of standardized and unified principles for the data exchange, as defined by
TiS ecosystem of components.

•

Data formats: all of the information exchanged between the pilot components should
utilize a uniform and standardized formats and data structures that are in line with the
rest of TiS ecosystem.
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Section 12 - Pilot Execution
This section describes pilot execution flow, pilot results and lessons learned. Beside this,
mobile app survey and winemakers survey results will be show.
12.1 Smart Tags
During pilot implementation period Smart tags have been made by TagItSmart partners
(DURST and VTT). The actual look of the activated Smart tag is given in Figure 12.1.

Figure 12.1. The actual look of the Smart Tag.

After initial in-house testing of the mobile app and Smart tags it has been noted that
functional ink cannot be activated within reasonable time with almost any Android-based
smartphone. Torch light on Apple iPhone devices have shown better performance with
possibility to activate functional ink in 45 -60 seconds. However, most of the Android-based
smartphones (mainly Samsung and Huawei models) were not able to activate the ink even
after 120 seconds. In that case letters printed in functional ink were barely visible to human
eye and very hard to recognize by the TagItWine application.
Based on this feedback another batch of the Smart tags has been printed, using altered
printing procedure, which significantly improved activation time. Another set of tests
conducted on the second batch of Smart tags showed that required time for functional ink
activation is much shorter – averaged between 5 and 10 seconds. Additionally, color of the
functional ink was a bit darker which further improved letter detection and recognition since it
was easier to detect letter edges. Several samples of the Smart tags captured by the
TagItWine mobile application are given in Figure 12.2.

Figure 12.2. Functional ink placeholder captured by the TagItWine mobile application.
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The total number of Smart tags per product in each batch is given in Table 12.1.
Table 12.1. Number of printed Smart Tags for each product per single batch.

First Batch

Second Batch

Vranac

5070

Vranac

5070

Vranac Pro Corde

5070

Vranac Pro Corde

5070

Luča

1170

Luča

1170

Vladika

1170

Vladika

0*

Premijer

78

Premijer

0*

Reserve

78

Reserve

0*

* In the second batch duplicate Smart Tag IDs were found from the first batch. Since many of the
Smart Tags from the first batch were already placed on the bottles Smart Tags from the second batch
with the same ID were not used. However, the total number of bottles with equipped with smart tags
exceeded the desired targets.

Figure 12.3 documents installation of TagItWine tags on wine bottles in production.

Figure 12.3. Applying Smart Tags / stickers to bottles in Plantaze’s production line.
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12.2 Demonstrations
In order to disseminate TagItWine project and kick-off pilot execution several demo-days
have been organized. Two main demonstrations took place in the biggest local supermarket
retail chain “VOLI” at two locations, “City Kvart” and “Stari Aerodrom” in Podgorica,
Montenegro. Setup for the demo-days is shown in Figures 12.4, 12.5 and 12.6.

Figure 12.4. Demo-day setup in “VOLI – City Kvart” in Podgorica.
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In order to increase the number of scans with activated Smart Tags 3500 bottle neck hanger
manuals has been printed. The actual look of the manual is shown in Figure 12.5.

Figure 12.5. Bottle neck hangers with instructions.

Other demonstration sites included 5 wine shops owned by Plantaze, restaurant “Jezero”
near the Lake Skadar, and wine cellar “Sipcanik” which is a very popular gastro-tourism
attraction. Exact locations of the demo sites are given below:
•

Supermarket “VOLI” - City Kvart, Cetinjski put bb, Podgorica.

•

Supermarket “VOLI” - Stari Aerodrom, Blvd. Josip Broz, Podgorica.

•

Wine shop “Upravna Zgrada” - Rd. Radomira Ivanovica 2, Podgorica.

•

Wine shop “Vranac” - St. Bracana Bracanovica 34, Podgorica.

•

Wine shop “Bulevar Save Kovacevica” - Blvd. Sava Kovacevic 127, Podgorica.

•

Wine shop “Sveti Petar Cetinjski” - Blvd. Sveti Petar Cetinjski 64, Podgorica.

•

Wine shop “Vranjina” - Vranjina bb, Virpazar.

•

Restaurant “Jezero” - Vranjina bb, Virpazar.

•

Wine cellar “Sipcanik” - Tuzi bb, Podgorica.
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Figure 12.6. Demo-day setup in “VOLI – Stari Aerodrom” in Podgorica.
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Figure 12.7. Training personnel at the restaurant “Jezero”

12.3 Surveys
During pilot execution both customers and winemakers have been surveyed.
Customer survey is embedded inside TagItWine mobile application and it is displayed only
once during the first Smart Tag scan. Customer survey will not be displayed twice on the
same mobile device no matter whether the customer answered the questions or simply
canceled the survey at first place. Customer survey screen is shown in Figure 12.8. The
actual results of the customer survey are given in Table 12.2.
Table 12.2. Results of the customer survey.

Question

5

4

3

2

1

Average

101

5

1

0

2

4.86

How likely you will recommend this application
92
to your friends?

8

4

3

2

4.70

Do you think that information provided by
99
application was useful or interesting for you?

6

2

1

1

4.84

Do you think that information about the wine and
91
its authenticity influenced your purchase?

9

4

2

3

4.68

Do you think that you would use the application
84
whenever wine shopping?

11

5

0

9

4.48

Do you think that application was easy to use?

TOTAL:

109
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Figure 12.8. Customer survey screen.

Winemakers have been surveyed in several occasions, mostly during wine fairs and similar
events. The survey for winemakers has been designed to assess crucial topics regarding
wine counterfeiting, project viability and possibility to integrate TagItWine with existing
information systems used by winemakers. The result of the winemakers and distributors
survey are shown in the following charts.
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Figure 12.9. Winemakers and distributors survey: Brand awareness.

Figure 12.10. Winemakers and distributors survey: Wine counterfeiting awareness.
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Figure 12.11. Winemakers and distributors survey: Technology awareness.

Figure 12.12. Winemakers and distributors survey: TagItWine awareness.
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Figure 12.13. Winemakers and distributors survey: Implementation.

Figure 12.14. Winemakers and distributors survey: Customer feedback importance.
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Figure 12.15. Winemakers and distributors survey: Additional functionality and implementation.

12.4 Collaboration
During the project TagItWine team closely collaborated with DunavNET, DURST, VTT and
mr Rob van Kranenburg.
UDG and DunavNET organized a TagItSmart meetup to promote TagItSmart 2 nd Open Call.
This resulted in another team from Montenegro winning the project, HoneyTag. TagItWine
team provided occasional support to HoneyTag with respect to IT functionalities and
TagItSmart integration.
During pilot execution, we established a cooperation with University of Zagreb, Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Computing with regards to their DLT-Tags project. TagItWine is
was used to demonstrate the functionality of the DLT-Tags blockchain platform (Fig. 12.16).
DLT-Tags project offers a solution for decentralized, privacy preserving and verifiable
management of Smart Tags issued by TagItSmart platform. The use of a public blockchain
as a trust-less mediator enables tracking and authenticity checks of a product during its life
cycle. Within the project software was developed which facilitates stakeholder interaction
with the public blockchain.
With respect to blockchain, we also had communications with Origin Trail and disucussed
possibilities of integration between TagItWine, TagItSmart and Origin Train components.
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Figure 12.16. DLT-Tags (UNIZG-FER) team members visiting UDG.

12.5 KPI Evaluation
Preview of the results regarding the measurable targets as described in TagItWine proposal
TagItSmart Open Call #1 are given in the following tables.
Table 12.3. TagItWine Objective #1.

Objective:

Tag more than 5,000 (aiming for 10,000) inexpensive and 100 expensive wine
bottles.

Comment:

Total number of 17,364 wine bottles have been tagged with Smart tags.
Smart tags per product have been distributed as follows:
• Vranac = 7470
• ProCorde = 7470
• Luca = 1140
• Vladika = 1140
• Reserve = 72 (expensive wine)
• Premijer = 72 (expensive wine)
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Table 12.4. TagItWine Objective #2.

Objective:

Tag more than 20 boxes and/or pallets equipped with a combination of
technologies.

Comment:

Not done due to the lack of information system at Plantaze. We targeted more
products to be tagged instead.

Table 12.5. TagItWine Objective #3.

Objective:

Collect more than 500 consumer feedback activities (application and/or
surveys).

Comment:

Consumer mobile application is designed to collect three types of consumer
feedback activities. The most important consumer feedback activity is about
the wine bottle status itself, whether the bottle is still on the shelf, purchased,
or drunk, it is possible to determine based on historical consumer feedback.
The second consumer feedback activity is about the wine quality (5-star
rating) as described in 8.4. The third consumer feedback activity is about
mobile application itself as described in 12.3. Exact number of each feedback
type is given below:
•
•
•

Product status updates: 639.
Product quality ratings: 51 (on DunavNET’s Cloud).
Survey about the application: 109.

The total number of 799 consumer feedback activities have been logged.
Table 12.6. TagItWine Objective #4.

Objective:

Collect more than 20 feedback responses from SME wine producers in
Montenegro and the region.

Comment:

Total number of 26 wine producers and distributors have been surveyed.
Results of the survey are shown in 12.3. (combined with Objective #5)
Table 12.7. TagItWine Objective #5.

Objective:

Collect more than 20 feedback responses from wine distributors.

Comment:

Combined with Objective #4 (see above)
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Section 13 - Technical Evaluation
The main objective of the TagItWine pilot project was to evaluate possible use of TagItSmart
technologies for brand protection and wine-counterfeiting in wine industry. In that purpose,
following technical tasks have been performed:
•

Analysis of business processes in Plantaze in order to adjust existing TagItSmart
services to support existing company information system.

•

Detailed report on TagItWine system architecture based on TagItSmart components.

•

Pilot implementation with focus on mobile app customization, development of missing
features and customization Smart tag design as stated in 12.1.

•

In-house platform testing and validation.

•

Pilot execution.

•

Providing feedback on TagItSmart technologies.

•

Business evaluation of the solution is given as a separate section.

13.1 TagItWine Technologies
This section will briefly review core technologies used by TagItWine in order to successfully
implement and execute pilot.
13.2 TagItSmart Cloud Platform and Smart Tag Management SDK
All features required by the TagItWine pilot were completely supported by the TagItSmart
Cloud solution. Simple and intuitive user interface required minimal effort in order to properly
configure and setup accounts for wine producers.
Exposing the Smart tag Management API to the third-party platforms could further improve
the platform interoperability. Instead of exporting the generated Smart tags in a form of printready vector graphic files, exposing the tag generation API which would return only the
values of the generated Smart tag QR code values would enable wine producers to design
tags independently or even incorporate Smart tags as part of the main bottle label.
13.3 Xamarin Mobile Application
In order to support required features several upgrades have been performed on TagItSmart
Xamarin mobile application:
•

App design and graphics have been changed to match the TagItWine project needs.

•

New screens and features have been added to support specified usage scenarios.

•

Smart tag detection and recognition has been updated to work with customized
TagItWine Smart tags.

Beside minor, short-term, issues with the support of the latest iOS versions, Xamarin
framework was able to fully support the needs of TagItWine mobile application.
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13.4 Azure Custom Vision
Microsoft Azure – Custom Vision Service is used to recognize Smart tag letters printed in
photochromic ink. Training set of nearly 1000 images has been used to train the latest
Custom Vision model which is currently in production. Simple to use and configure, Custom
Vision service solved one of the most complicated tasks. Custom Vision is offering 10,000
free monthly predictions which is more than enough to satisfy the needs of the TagItWine
project.

Figure 13.1. Microsoft Azure Custom Vision model training screen.

13.5 Photochromic Ink
Printing with photochromic ink represents core technology in TagItWine anti-counterfeiting
solution. Since printing with photochromic ink is a new concept and it is not broadly available
this adds basic layer of security to the anti-counterfeiting solution. Absence of the
photochromic ink on a Smart tag would indicate possible counterfeiting problem.
Combination of the data carried by the photochromic ink, QR code and bottle historical data
adds several layers of security to cover other possible counterfeiting cases.
Latest Smart tag tests have shown gradual functionality loss of the photochromic ink as
shown in Figure 13.2.
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Figure 13.2. Functionality loss: UV lamp illuminated Smart tag (November 2018).

Please note that these were literally the first tags/stickers of this kind printed. Therefore, we
did expect some issues. Smart tags illuminated with UV lamp over 60 seconds have shown
complete functionality performance degradation (photochromic ink does not show at all). The
Smart tag shown in Figure 13.2. has been printed in February 2018 and it has been stored in
dry and dark space with ambient temperature up to 25 °C.
Therefore, the conclusion is, that Smart tags with limited shelf time are not good match for
products with unlimited shelf time such as wine. However, if functionality degradation can be
improved and tune to represent the actual product shelf time this feature can be used to
reflect the freshness of the product. The users really liked the concept and we do believe that
it would be an interesting technology to pursue in the future.
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Section 14 - Business Evaluation
It is not an easy task to estimate cumulative loss due to counterfeiting issues. Beside direct
impact on revenue when consumers buy counterfeit products it is much harder to estimate
loss due to brand reputation damage. Regular consumers might stop buying products if they
stumble on a single counterfeit product with poor quality. Therefore, very rough estimates will
be used to depict loss caused by counterfeit market. Several studies have shown that share
of the counterfeit market in wine industry falls in range between 1% and 5%. Some estimates
related to exclusive wine markets in Asia went as high as 50% (Forbes.com).
With the average annual production of 17 million bottles, with prices ranging from 1.37 to
119.85 per bottle, Plantaze’s annual revenue is measured in tens of millions of euros.
Having counterfeit market share numbers in mind and taking the best case scenario –
around 1%, Plantaze could experience hundreds of thousands of euros annual loss in sales
caused by counterfeiting. Counterfeiting issue, even in best case scenario estimates, should
not be neglected. To support previously stated numbers, and indicate possibly even bigger
counterfeiting issue, research done by Plantaze in 2013-2014, has shown that counterfeiting
issue noticed in a supermarket chain in Russia, caused damage estimated to over 300,000€
estimated for one year. Figure 14.1 depicts clear intention of the “Elantaze” wine producer,
since the bottle label undoubtedly resembles the original Vranac wine bottle label, produced
by Plantaze. Additionally, fake brand name “Elantaze” is forged since it is very similar with
“Plantaze”.

Figure 14.1. Plantaze brand name abuse in supermarket chains in Easter Europe 2013/2014.
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Figure 14.2. Plantaze brand name abuse in supermarket chains in neighboring countries 2017/2018.

With regard on everything stated above, investing in anti-counterfeiting and brand protection
solution could bring benefit to wine producers on multiple levels. Based on relatively small
sample of surveyed wine producers three basic business models have been identified and
discussed in the following subsections.
14.1 Freemium
Freemium model implies that basic services offered through solution will be free for wine
producers. Smart tag generation, data analytics and similar services will be given for free to
the wine producer. Therefore, to keep the solution viable, advertising module should be
incorporated into a solution which will represent main source of income. The main idea is to
show paid advertisement once the consumer scans a Smart tag. Whether the Smart tags
should be printed by solution provider or the wine producers themselves highly depends on
consumer engagement (how often consumers actually scan Smart tags). Concept of the
Freemium business model is shown in Figure 14.3.
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Figure 14.3. Freemium business model concept.

14.2 Service Platform
Service platform business model implies that services are paid by the wine producers as a
client. It is possible to offer services through a monthly/annual subscription or based on a
sales volume. The clients (wine producers) would pay for certain number of Smart tags which
would be used for tracking, possible counterfeiting detection, and business intelligence. This
business model is especially interesting as per survey results, small-size wine producers
were ready to pay more (even up to 1€) per Smart tag while large-size wine producers would
consider using Smart tag only if the price does not exceed the price of the wine bottle label
(up to 10 cents). Pricing model based on number of requested Smart tags would easily cover
all types of clients. Concept of the service platform business model is shown in Figure 14.4.
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Figure 14.4. Platform as a Service business model concept.

14.3 Standalone (In-house)
Although there are multiple benefits from implementing in-house anti-counterfeiting and
brand protection solutions many wine producers may not capable of executing this task by
themselves. Due to lack of expertise in IT field it would probably require to hire external
development team which is not a minor investment. However, integration with existing
information system would offer better business and operation intelligence. Figure 14.4
illustrates a standalone solution business model concept.

Figure 14.4. Standalone (In-house) solution business model concept.

14.4 Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies
During collaboration with DL-Tags and OriginTrail possibility for blockchain based business
model has been noted. Blockchain and cryptocurrency business models have not been
explored during TagItWine project.
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14.5 Discussion
The data set collected from users during the pilot execution, both from wine producers and
consumers, would not be sufficient for plausible estimates with respect to which of the
business models may be the best. Also, different types of wine or other product makers may
have different needs and preferences. During the TagItWine pilot execution, the number of
scanned products fails between 3 and 4%. This is not negligent considering that not much
advertisement of the anti-counterfeiting system have been done. Also, it is not an easy task
to estimate the rate of success of system meaning that even if the system is put in place it
would not guarantee a 100% prevention of counterfeit, but even smaller success rate such
as 20-30% could generate a significant benefit for producers both in terms of profit loss and
brand protection.
If we assume a 5-year period with around 85 million bottled products and the same scanning
rate we could expect around 4 million tag scans. For the Freemium business model, we
could use an average price for advertisement per click to be around 5 cents, we could make
an educated guess to estimate an income of 200,000€ in that five-year period. Again, please
note that this is far from a precise estimate, but could give us an idea on a possibility to
implement a Freemium business model.
If we look at the wine producers and distributors survey data, we can see that almost half of
them commented that a counterfeiting system would be acceptable if the price per bottle
would be around 5 cents. Larger wine producers would target possibly even lower cost, while
some of smaller producers seen the solution feasible for even a higher price. If we entertain
an idea that a company like Plantaze’s would be willing to pay 1 cent/bottle, production of 85
million bottles in a 5-year period could generate 850,000€ to implement the system. To
decide whether to do it as a service platform model or a dedicated in-house system could be
a strategic decision for investors into a system like this. Service platform would be preferable,
if the implementers could secure several wine or other product makers that would use the
system and be willing to pay even higher price per products (i.e. if there is a small batch).
The implementation of an in-house business model could be interesting for large enterprises,
especially, but more data on the assessment of the actual losses is needed.
Finally, there is a possibility for revenue increase based on data collection, business
intelligence applications, and data-driven decision making support. The system could be
implemented and integrated with other solutions aimed at interactions with end users and
consumers.
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Section 15 - Conclusion
This document reports on technical an business aspects and evaluations of the TagItWine
pilot project. The report constitutes the deliverable D2.2, which concludes the WP2 efforts.
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List of Abbreviations
API

– Application Programming Interface

HTTP – Hypertext Transfer Protocol
ID

– Identification

KPI

– Key Performance Indicator

NFC

– Near-field communication

TiS

– Tag It Smart

TiW

– Tag It Wine

URL

– Uniform Resource Locator

QR

– Quick Response
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Appendix

Figure A1. TagItSmart ecosystem.
Source: TagItSmart Open Call Announcement #1.
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